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Heraclitus (c. 535-475 BCE): Everything flows. 
This is actually a summary of his thought by Simplicius (c. 490-560CE), but it's one of the best known statements 
of his philosophy. Just as important is this: "It is in changing that things find repose." That sounds more like 
present day process thought. 
Present Day Process Thought: Everything flows somewhat recurrently.  
But everything still flows. Enduring things, including you and me, are highly recurrent ways of flowing, but 
recurrent ways of flowing are still somewhat original, as is everything. Every experience illustrates this in its own 
way if we pay enough attention. That's the evidence.  
Buddhist Version: Form flows; flow forms.  
Heart Sutra: "Form is emptying and the very emptying is form." (I'm translating sunyata as "emptying" instead of 
"emptiness," and I would argue, along with many Buddhist philosophers, that it's a more apt translation. Sunyata 
is not a static property.) 
Theist Version: God and all things flow somewhat recurrently from, through and into one another.  
Process theism is somewhat different from pre-modern theism, but not that different. In First Century Christian 
and Jewish theism all things flow from, through and into God (Romans 11:36). In later Trinitarian theism even 
God flows from, through and into God, as do all things, but pre-modern theists were reluctant to say that God ever 
flows from anything except God. This is where present-day process thought differs. It insists on real mutuality 
between God and everything else. Praying, after all, presumes that there is some sort of mutuality between us and 
God. God flows most differently (though also most recurrently) whenever anything else flows differently, and 
everything else flows differently whenever God flows most differently. 
Naturalist Version: All things flow somewhat recurrently from, through and into one another, and that's all 
that need be said. Universally mutual flowing accounts for everything, no matter how complex. It's natural 
selection universalized. There's no need for an extra designer.  
Process Theist Answer to Process Naturalism: Granted, universally mutual flowing, not some extra designer, 
accounts for everything, but universally mutual flowing is a distinct way of flowing in its own right. For 
example: 1) other things flow for a time, but universally mutual flowing flows always, whatever else is flowing; 
2) other things flow within a more inclusive setting, but there is no more inclusive setting than this uncontainable, 
universally mutual flowing. In its own right, it's a major factor in how things flow, and we owe it to ourselves to 
speak of it. This flowing flows differently, not indifferently, in accordance with every other flowing, no 
matter how minuscule. Doesn't that sound like at least some version of God? When we do or think anything, 
universally mutual flowing flows somewhat differently, in accordance with where each of us is (even if not 
always to our liking), and then each of us flows somewhat differently as well, in accordance with where 
universally mutual flowing is. When we pray or meditate we pay specific attention to the differences we and 
universally mutual flowing can make through this constant interplay. Since, fundamentally, persons too are 
locally mutual ways of flowing, it's reasonable to personify universally mutual flowing, as long as we 
remember the huge, unfathomable difference between the local and the universal, and as long as we remember 
that such a difference also permits other reasonable people to refrain from personifying the universal.  
Another Obvious Question for Theists: What do you say to all the conflict and suffering we experience? 
Process Theist Answer: It's conflictedly mutual flowing, and, while it can't outlast God's unconflicted, 
nonanxious mutuality, it really sucks while it does last. We can't sugar-coat it. But if all things flow it's 
inescapable. No power, not even the unfathomable power of universally mutual flowing, prevents it, not if 
everything flows. There's no tidy plan that makes it OK or unreal, however temporary it turns out to be. There are 
only our and God's untidy responses, drawing conflictedly mutual flowing back toward unconflicted mutuality, 
which can take vast amounts of time. There's no preventing conflict when everything flows, but opportunities for 
mending it (tikkun olam) are endless. 


